Student Education
Programme 2022

The following programmes are available from 1 January to 31 December
2022. Intellectual Copyright of Art Photography Centre Ltd 2022.

Basic Photography (Primary & Secondary Level)
A basic photography workshop catered to students interested in
photography. Students will learn about photography’s progression as an
artistic medium and pick up technical skills to help them create images
using a DSLR camera and edit them. Students will produce a series of
eight to ten photos at the end of the session. This program is done in
collaboration with Nikon School, with DSLR cameras during the sessions
provided by them.
Duration: 10 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum capacity: 20 students
Cost: $3,600

Photography Exhibition Making with John Tung
(Former Singapore Art Museum curator)
Exhibition-making is a skill that blends storytelling, aesthetics, and
production management skills to realise experiences that inspire.
The Exhibition-Making Training Programme offers students a valuable
opportunity to arm themselves with the necessary skills to conceptualise,
develop, and execute their own exhibitions. Through the process, students
will also learn of a wide range of exhibition types and acquire skills to
better read and understand future exhibitions they visit as well.
By covering both theoretical as well as technical aspects of exhibitionmaking, the Basic programme equips students with a versatile set of
skills encompassing exhibition conceptualisation, art writing, and artwork
handling. With the more extensive programmes, students can not only
expect more in-depth training on key exhibition-making skills, but learn
project management and exhibition programming skills as well.
Available as a Basic – 3 session, Intermediate – 5 session,
and Comprehensive – 8 session programme.
Students must have a body of work for this programme.
Duration: 3/5/8 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum capacity: 40 students
Cost: $2,000/$3,000/$4,800
(Cost of exhibition set up, printing of exhibition materials not included)

From Still to Motion
With cameras with video functions that can be easily accessed today, this
workshop designed to introduce students the basics of video production.
Students will learn about storyboarding, conceptualising, scripting,
editing and lighting techniques to produce their very own video. Students
will be able to create their own motion pictures that tells an enthralling
story using their video creation knowledge.
Duration: 8 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum capacity: 20 students
Cost: $3,600

I am a Young Photojournalist
In this hands-on workshop, students step into the shoes of a
photojournalist and experience the process of documenting news
visually. Going behind the scenes, they not only discover what makes an
outstanding news image, but learn how to conceptualize, compose and
capture an effective news photograph. This is an opportunity for students
to uncover lesser known facts about people and places in their community
and share these findings through their lenses!
Duration: 5 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum Capacity: 30 students
Cost: $1,500

Face to Face: Creative Portraiture (Primary Level)
From photo booths of the 80s, to neoprint machines of the 90s and
early 2000s, and finally on to the smartphone selfies – we are eternally
fascinated with preserving memories and recording ourselves.
In this fun and interactive hands-on workshop, students pick up the
basic techniques of portrait photography and then take their skills one
level higher by creating portraits that involves other media such as text,
collage or mini installations.
Nikon cameras and materials will be provided.
Duration: 2 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum capacity: 40 students
Cost: $1,200

Staging Stories: Creative Studio Photography
The word “photography” literally means “painting with light” in Greek.
In this course, students are taught basics of studio lighting and how light
can be utilized to compose creative photographs. For the first half, they
learn to set up simple lights and flashes to illuminate subjects, be it still
life or people, effectively. They then proceed to apply these skills in the
second half, where they learn about staged photography and construct
a fictional narrative of their choice using artificial light sources.
Students should have basic DSLR knowledge.
Equipment will be provided if needed.
Duration: 5 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum Capacity: 20 students
Cost: $1,800

Food Photography
Create mouth-watering food shots using techniques learnt in this
programme. Gain knowledge on the basics of food styling, lighting and
compositional techniques in photographing your food.
Students should have basic DSLR knowledge.
Duration: 2 sessions, 2 hours each
Maximum Capacity: 20 students
Cost: $1,500

Pick up one of the oldest forms of printmaking, invented more than
150 years ago and first used by biologists to document their botanical
discoveries. See how a combination of science, nature and art can
produce some of the most beautiful and sublime images.
Materials and equipment provided.
Duration: 1 session, 2 hours
Maximum capacity: 20 students
Cost: $35 per student

Analogue Photography Programmes

Cyanotype: The Art of Sun Printing
(Primary & Secondary Level)

If you are interested in expressing the ideas and stories behind
your photos, and fancy trying your hand at producing your own
DIY printed photozine through the exploration of format, binding,
sequencing and layout, come join us in our photozine-making
workshop! A basic introduction to Indesign will be included.
Students will learn how to create their own photobook album
with their own photographs. This workshop teaches them how to
arrange their images and plan out their book and also techniques
of book binding and editing.
Students should have:
- A selection of digital photos
(at least 20 in relation to your theme)
- Laptop with Adobe Indesign software
Duration: 1 session, 3 hours
Maximum capacity: 20 students
Cost: $45 per student
Maximum capacity: 20 students
Cost: $35 per student

Analogue Photography Programmes

Zine Making Workshop

Juhardi Mohamed is DECK’s Education Programme Manager. He
graduated from the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts majoring in
Fine Art Photography and has since exhibited his works in various
galleries. His experience lies in arts training including batik painting,
design, videography and photography.
By training, Juhardi is an art practitioner who predominantly wields
lens-based media. His practice explores the uncanny relationship
between reality and the imagination, and often takes inspiration from
his subconscious. His subject(s) is/are often carefully staged and
framed to accentuate the whimsical nature of life – one of few visual
tropes that is continually intriguing, and never twice the same.
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John Tung is a freelance curator and exhibition maker. In his former
position as an Assistant Curator at the Singapore Art Museum
(2015 – 2020), he curated and co-curated 9 exhibitions, alongside
serving as a co-curator for the Singapore Biennale 2016, ‘An Atlas
of Mirrors’, and the Singapore Biennale 2019, ‘Every Step in the
Right Direction’.
He is also the editor of the Singapore Art Museum’s first publication
to chronicle its exhibition history, Singapore Art Museum: An Index
of Exhibitions (1994 – 2018).
His recent appointments as an independent curator include Festival
Curator for the 7th Singapore International Photography Festival,
‘Departing and Arriving’, and Associate Curator for the Open House
programme, For the House; Against the House, ‘Passion Made
Impossible’. He holds a BA (Hons) in Arts Management awarded
by Goldsmiths, University of London (LASALLE College of the Arts)
and an MA in Cultural Management from the Chinese University of
Hong Kong where he graduated on the Dean’s List. He brings with
him close to a decade of involvement across different fields in the
arts, culture, and creative industry. Encompassing both creative and
administrative roles, his experiences have spanned the curatorial,
editorial, as well as pedagogical.
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Marvin Tang is a Singaporean artist who uses photography, moving
image and objects to visualise phenomena that surfaces through
the act of control. His research questions the linearity of historical
narratives, examining the notion of collective identities. His work
builds on the multiple layers of cause and effect propagating
from political decisionmaking to shifting social structures. He is
particularly interested in applying this research to Singapore,
attempting to investigate its own historical account and relationship
to her expanded narratives across the globe.
Marvin has also been involved in producing and execution of
exhibitions. He helped produced the first edition of “Undescribed”
– a group exhibition in Singapore curated by artist Robert Zhao
Renhui and Gwen Lee. He has also co-produced an exhibition in
London titled “Deviations” – a group exhibition with Singaporeans
residing in the United Kingdom.
Marvin is a member of THEBOOKSHOW, a Singapore-based initiative
that aims to act as a platform for aspiring artists to showcase selfpublished photo-based books conceived out of passion. He is also a
producer at Superhero Me, a ground-up inclusive arts group in
Singapore; focus on inclusive programming, creative advocacy
and strategic crosssector partnerships to shape the narrative of
inclusion in Singapore.
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Quinn Lum Fu Loong (b.1993, Singapore) graduated from the School
of Art, Design and Media in 2018 with a BFA (Hons) in Photography
and Digital imaging. His works explore his personal identity and
social environment by the use of auto ethnography. From which,
he investigates the control and expectations imposed upon him by
society and questions their relevance in today’s context. Raised in a
result-oriented family, his works express his desire for freedom and
to be one with himself.
He has recently exhibited in various shows which include, Singapore
International Photography Festival 2018 & Undescribed 2019.
Quinn’s works have been awarded the Dominie Book Prize for SIPF
Photobook Open Call 2018, Student Single - Second Prize in the
NTU International Photography Awards 2017, the Gold with Honours
in the Singapore Youth Festival, Arts and Crafts Exhibition 2012 and
the Most Promising Young Artist Award in the UOB Painting of the
Year 2010.
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Ernest Wu (b.1991) is an artist based in Singapore that uses
photography and moving images to explore spatial relationships and
painterly aesthetics. His projects use unconventional methods of
creating images structured around the limitations of the camera and
pose questions about existence and the reality of things.
Ernest studied film at Ngee Ann Polytechnic from 2008 to 2011 and
graduated in 2018 from Nanyang Technological University, School of
Art, Design and Media with a BFA (Hons) in Photography and Digital
Imaging. His work has been exhibited in festivals and exhibitions
internationally in Auckland, Dali, Paris and Singapore. For his
work, he was awarded the Kwek Leng Joo Prize of Excellence in
Photography 2018.
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Having graduated with an Honours (Highest Distinction) in the
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Filmmaking from Nanyang Technological
University in May 2020, Lim Eu Chian Alvin started up his own
videography and photography production company with his partner.
Despite setting foot in the industry during a tumultuous time,
his company secured many opportunities to work with brands
like Mediacorp, SK Jewellery, Sonata Dancewear, Harvey Norman,
Decathlon Singapore, UOL, Singapore Physiotherapy Association
and more.
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Aaron Lau graduated from LASALLE College of the Arts in BA(Hons)
Design Communication. Curious, adaptable and eager to learn and
develop new skills to have a better look at the big picture and in turn,
improving leadership skills. Teeming with ideas from the synthesis of
experience in the fields of Public Relations, Marketing, Events
Management, Visual Communication, and Education.
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Crystal Sim (b. 1995, Singapore) is a practicing artist who uses
lens-based mediums to talk about the intangibles. She enjoys
working with students and being able to share the knowledge of
image-making.
Crystal graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography and
Digital Imaging at the Nanyang Technological University, School of
Art, Design and Media. She has participated in exhibitions and
festivals in Singapore, USA, China. She is a recipient of the Kwek
Leng Joo Prize of Excellence in Photography in 2020.
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Registration
Please fill up this form and we will get back to you as soon as
possible.
For other enquiries, please email juhardi@deck.sg .
Please make bookings at least three weeks in advance of the intended
start date of the workshop.
A contract will be sent to the teacher for confirmation.

Terms & Conditions
Payment
• Payment is to be made in full within 4 weeks after the programme
via e-invoice.
Waiver of Liability
• Students must be accompanied with teachers at all times
(recommended ratio of 2 teachers to 40 students), during the entire
duration of the programme/workshop.
• The Singapore International Photography Festival shall not be
responsible or liable in any way for any loss, injury, mishap (including
personal injury) of any student(s) and/or teacher(s).
Cancellation / No-show
• Fees will not be refunded for any school booking cancelled less than
7 days prior to the commencement of the programme. The full fees
for the programme will be chargeable to the school/client.
• In the case of a no-show by the school / client on the actual day, the
full fees for the programme will be chargeable to the school/client.
No-show applies when client is late for more than 15 minutes without
notification. Workshop is automatically cancelled after 30 minutes and
full fees will be charged to the school / client.
• Should the festival initiates cancellation of booking due to
unforeseen circumstances, we shall endeavour to inform the school at
least 7 days prior to programme commencement and refund the fees
in full. However, we will not bear responsibility for travel expenses or
any costs which the school / client might have incurred.
Rescheduling
• No rescheduling will be allowed for any school / client bookings
within 4 days prior to the commencement of the programme.
• Each booking received will be allowed 2 rescheduling requests,
provided that the first request for rescheduling of programme times
and dates is received more than 7 days prior to the commencement of
the programme and the second request for rescheduling of
programme times and dates is received more than 4 days prior to the
commencement of the programme.

Punctuality
• Should schools / clients be late for the programme, the programme
will be modified and components of the programme may be omitted to
ensure that the programme finish at the timing(s) stated in the
confirmation form.
• No extension of time will be allowed to compensate for the later start
time.
• Should the festival start the programme late due to unforeseen
circumstances, the programme will be delivered in its entirety.
Teachers’ Role
• Teachers should ensure that students refrain from unruly behavior
throughout the duration of the programme.
• For activities like pinhole camera workshop that require students to
move about to take pictures, it is recommended that teachers assist in
managing the movement of students.
• For guided tours, teachers are to help in crowd control, keeping
students attentive and keeping students together should the tour
involve travelling between locations.

Frequent Questions
1) Are your instructors MOE certified?

All our instructors are registered under the MOE scheme and
professionals in the art industry. We will send the school proof
of the MOE registration and the instructor CVs before
confirmation.
2) Will cameras be provided by DECK / Art Photography Centre Ltd?

DECK / Art Photography Centre Ltd will provide 30 cameras to
the students unless stated. In view of the classes having more
then 30 students, students will have to share or use their own
cameras. All cameras are sponsored by Nikon SG.
3) Will the school be able to reschedule the programme?

In due to circumstances beyond the school control, the
programme may be rescheduled at another time. Do email
juhardi@deck.sg to confirm the new dates. However, if there are
no other available dates for rescheduling, the programme can be
converted online.

About DECK
DECK is a contemporary institution where all can gather through
photography arts. We are built on the support of a community and
envisioned as a space where growth can happen organically with
the community at its heart. DECK aims to be a leading platform that
promotes visual literacy and champions diversity by showing all
facets of contemporary photography

D-E-C-K is an acronym representing our organisation values.
Discovering diverse contemporary values through photography.
Engaging all minds in new ideas and critical thinking in photography
Connecting the global community through the exchange of visual
cultures.
Knowledge sharing through photography, public programmes and
workshops.

DECK, Art Photography Centre Ltd is charity entity established in
2012.

T. +6588179430
www.deck.sg | meet@deck.sg | FB: DECKsg

